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Background

The 2005 – 2014 Capital Works Program for the Waterfront Revitalization Initiative
owas recommended by EMT as follows:

• $1,229,437 thousand (gross)/$406,145 thousand (net) in total, and

• $129,918 (gross)/$39,719 (net) for 2005, including a projected carryforward
from 2004 of $41,652 thousand (gross)/$13,884 thousand (net), resulting in a
debt impact of $25,835 thousand.

This Program was based on the on a preliminary draft of the Five-Year Business
Plan prepared by the Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation (TWRC).

To address Council’s policies regarding “making progress on the Waterfront” and
“transit first”, the TWRC has revised its Five-Year Business Plan to accelerate
“shovel in the ground” projects from the 2010-2014 period to 2005 – 2009.  These
projects include improvements to the Martin Goodman Trail and Leslie Street
Corridor, the development of parks and other public amenities, and the
implementation of East Bayfront and West Donlands Precinct Plans, including
construction of light rapid transit to service these precincts.

For 2005, the changes will result in an increase in the required cash flow of $319
thousand (net).  This is offset, however, by an increase in the carryforward from
2004 of $2,327 thousand (net) which has resulted from temporary delays in
various initiatives.  The net impact on the City’s debt level for the year will
therefore be a reduction of $2,008 thousand.

Over the entire 2005 – 2014 span of the Program, the overall impact of these
adjustments is a minor increase of $130 thousand (net).

Staff of the Waterfront Secretariat are currently undertaking a due diligence
process on the Five-Year Plan, including discussions with the other orders of
government. A report outlining the results of this process will be presented to
Council in the spring of 2005.
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A copy of the requested changes and the revised Program is attached for reference.
The specifics are described below.

Requested Changes to EMT Approved Budget – 2005

The major changes to the 2005 funding are as follows:

• Deferring a portion of funding for the Portlands Preparation Project to 2008 to
better reflect the implementation time frame and tri-government priorities
($7,401 thousand (gross)/$2,467 thousand (net));

• Accelerating the construction of the LRT lines to service the East Bayfront and
West Donlands precincts ($3,801 thousand (gross)/$1,267 thousand (net));

• Increasing the City’s contribution to Dockwall Repairs to ensure that this
health and safety item is addressed as soon as possible ($667 thousand
gross/net);

• Including two “quick hit” initiatives, namely the completion of the Martin
Goodman Trail from Bathurst Street to Leslie Street (a component of Sports
Fields & Facilities & Parks Development) and the Leslie Street Greenway (a
component of Precinct Implementation Projects).  This will result in an
increase of $2,665 thousand (gross)/$888 thousand (net);

• Deferring a portion of the 2005 funding requirement for East Bayfront Precinct
Implementation to 2006 to reflect the proposed timing of the initiative ($4,500
thousand (gross)/$1,500 thousand (net));

• Deferring a portion of 2005 funding for TWRC Corporate Costs, Union
Station Subway Platform, Front Street Extension, Technical Studies, and the
Waterfront Project Secretariat to accommodate the increase in 2004
carryforward for these initiatives ($2,464 thousand (gross)/$830 thousand
(net)); and

• Including the increase in carryforward from 2004 which totals $6,954 thousand
(gross)/$2,327 (net).

Requested Changes to EMT Approved Budget  - Overall Capital Program for the
2005 – 2014 Period

The major changes to the overall Program are as follows:

• Accelerating the  development of the East Bayfront and West Donlands
precincts, and the construction of the LRT lines required to service these
developments (no impact);

• Adjusting the cost of the LRT lines to reflect refined estimates provided by the
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TTC, resulting in a reduction of $78,399 thousand (gross)/$26,133 thousand
(net);

• Adjusting the cost of the Union Station Subway Platform project to properly
reflect the refined estimates provided by the TTC, resulting in an increase of
$5,000 thousand (gross)/$1,667 thousand (net);

• Including two “quick hit” initiatives, namely the completion of the Martin
Goodman Trail from Bathurst Street to Leslie Street (a component of Sports
Fields & Facilities & Parks Development) and the Leslie Street Greenway (a
component of Precinct Implementation Projects).  This will result in an
increase of $4,244 thousand (gross)/$1,415 thousand (net);

• Including  $29,000 thousand (gross)/$9,667 thousand (net) in 2006 for the
acquisition of a strategic property;

• Deferring a portion of the Sustainability Strategy to the post-2014 period to
reflect the anticipated time frame for the project, resulting in a reduction of
$5,000 thousand (gross)/$1,667 thousand (net);

• Adjusting the Portland Preparation Project, specifically:

• transferring a portion of the costs to complete Commissioner’s Park
($4,400 thousand (gross)/$1,466 thousand (net)) to the Commissioner’s
Park Project properly account for these expenditures (no net impact on the
Program for the two projects combined);

• adjusting the deliverables to reflect tri-government priorities (e.g. inclusion
of Cherry Beach Phase II, deletion of Urban Research Centre, inclusion of
Portlands Cleanup, and inclusion of Business Relocation Costs), resulting
in an increase of $2,500 thousand (gross)/$833 thousand (net);

• adjusting the cost estimate to complete West Donlands Environmental
Management, resulting in an increase of $3,400 thousand (gross)/$1,133
thousand (net), and

• transferring the costs associated with Lake Ontario Park to the Lake
Ontario Park Project to properly account for these expenditures.  As this
project is currently not part of the City’s Program, this results in a
reduction of $1,800 thousand (gross)/$600 thousand (net);

• Increasing the City’s contribution to Dockwall Repairs to ensure that this
health and safety item is addressed as soon as possible ($667 thousand
gross/net); and

• Extending the TWRC administrative costs beyond 2008 to properly reflect
these expenditures to 2014 ($38,713 thousand (gross)/$12,904 thousand (net)).
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Conclusion

The overall impact of requested adjustments to the 2005 – 2014 EMT
Recommended Capital Works Program for the Waterfront Revitalization Initiative
is a reduction of $2,008 thousand to the City’s 2005 debt load.

Over the entire 2005 – 2014 span of the Program, the overall impact of these
adjustments is a minor increase of $130 thousand (net).

These adjustments are consistent with Council’s policies regarding “making
progress on the Waterfront” and “transit first”.  They are also consistent with the
latest version of the TWRC’s Five-Year Business Plan, and will permit the
Corporation to implement major “shovel in the ground” initiatives over the next
five years.

Staff of the Waterfront Secretariat are currently undertaking a due diligence
process on the Five-Year Plan, including discussions with the other orders of
government. A report outlining the results of this process will be presented to
Council in the spring of 2005.

For further information contact:

Elaine C. Baxter-Trahair,
Waterfront Project Director,
Urban Development Services.
(416) 397-4083
ebaxter@toronto.ca
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